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Since the time of the Kingdoms of Sukhothai and Ayudhya, the fragrant balance of sweet, sour, hot and 
salty flavours has become the quintessential essence of traditional Thai cuisine. Classic Thai dishes 

originate from centuries-old recipes passed down from generation to generation, using the finest fresh 
ingredients. Attention to detail and perfectly crafted culinary skills create a gentle, elegant and refined       

4 Regions of Thai Cuisine menu that reflects the people and culture of Thailand. 
 

 
 

Lanna “Northern Thai” 
Northern Thailand has retained much of its native culture, language, crafts, customs, and cuisine. Curries and sauces from “Lanna” 
are thinner due to the cooler climate, as coconut is not as widely used as it is further south, yet rich in flavour. 

Esarn “North Eastern Thai” 
Northeastern Thailand is home to some of the most enticing and popular cuisine in the whole of Thailand. From remote, rural 
beginnings, “Esarn” dishes are simple yet creative, with blends of exotic spices creating unique flavours. 

Pak Tai “Southern Thai” 
Southern Thailand’s hot, humid monsoon climate is rich with spicy cuisine, eaten morning, noon and night. “Pak Tai” coconut 
curries are fragrantly flavoured with lemongrass, with the heat of fresh chilli and spices and the tang of kaffir limes.  

Phak Klang “Central Thai” 
Central Thailand is the heart of the rice paddies and the pure flavours of Thai cuisine. “Phak Klang” dishes are reminiscent of a 
time gone by, with fragrant jasmine rice, delicate wild herbs and the freshest fish caught in crystal clear streams.  

 

 

The exquisite flavours of Thai cuisine and the gentle, welcoming hospitality  
that goes with it, creates a wonderful feeling of warmth and generosity  

that radiates from every region of Thailand.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

NO MSG ADDED,   Signature dishes  Mildly spicy, 
 Medium spicy,  Very spicy,  Purist lifestyle, V Vegetarian dishes, VG Vegan dishes 

If you do not find your favourite item please do not hesitate to ask for the chef  
All prices listed are in Thai Baht and are subject 10% service charge and applicable government tax. 
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Taste of Thai snacks / Authentic Thai salad 

 (ของว่างสไตล์อนันตราสามเหล่ียมทองค า)                                                     
If would you like to have a taste of Thai please try. 
A combination dish of minced pork and shrimp chili dip, Satay and deep fried fish cake accompanies with fresh garden green 
vegetable 

 (ปอเปี๊ยะผัก)                         V    
Golden deep fried vegetable spring roll served with plum, sweet chili and cucumber sauce 

 (ปอเปี๊ยะปูหรือกุ้ง)                                             Central Thai    
Blue swimmer crabmeat or white sea prawn spring rolls with sweet chilli and cucumber sauce 

 (น  าพริกแบบล้านนา)                                                          Northern Thai    
Two kind of northern famous  dip- minced pork with tomato dip and young green chili dip accompanies with fresh and boiled 
vegetables, boiled egg and crispy pork skin 

 (กุ้งกระเบื อง)                                       Northern Thai    
Marinated white sea prawns and minced pork wrapped in rice paper with sweet mango chilli dip 

 (กระบองทอด)              Northern Thai  V  
Deep fried sweet pumpkin, taro with light red curry batter and sweet cucumber chilli sauce 

 (สะเต๊ะไก่)                   Southern Thai    
Grilled marinated coconut curry chicken with peanut sauce and cucumber relish 

 (ลาบหมูเมือง)             Northern Thai      
Northern style pork salad and local herb served with fresh garden green 

 (ส้มต าไก่ย่าง)                         North Eastern Thai      
Marinated pork salad with spring onion, shallot, sliced ginger and water chestnuts 

 (ย าหมูน  าตก)                                            North Eastern Thai      
Marinated pork salad with spring onion, shallot, sliced ginger and water chestnuts  

(ย าส้มโอ)              Northern Thai     
Pomelo salad with shredded chicken, white sea prawns, quail eggs and roasted coconut 

 

Authentic Thai Soup 

 (ต้มย ากุ้งแม่น  า)             Central Thai        
Hot and sour white sea prawn soup with straw mushrooms, lemongrass and fresh red chilli 

 (ต้มข่าไก่)             Central Thai      
Coconut milk soup with chicken, galangal shoots, kaffir lime leaves and lime juice 

 (ต้มแซ่บเนื อวัว)            North Eastern Thai      
Hot and spicy beef soup with dried spices and fresh spring onion and coriander 
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The Thai Main Fare 

 (แกงโฮ๊ะ)                                                   Northern Thai      
Stir fried dry curry with pork or chicken, glass noodles and mixed vegetables 

 (เนื อผัดน  ามันหอย)                   Central Thai    

Stir fried thinly sliced beef tenderloin with oyster sauce 

 (แกงเผ็ดเป็ดย่าง)                   Central Thai      
Fragrant red curry with roasted duck, lychee, kaffir lime leaves and sweet basil 

 (แกงเขียวหวานไก่, เนื อ หรือกุ้ง)                   Central Thai      
Green curry with pea aubergine, water chestnuts and sweet basil, with a choice of chicken, beef or prawns 

 (ผัดไทกุ้ง หรือไก่)                    
A  street food favourite, rice noodle stir fried with prawn or chicken, a spiced tamarind jus, soya shoot, chive and wrapped with 
golden egg nest  

or  (ผัดไทเจ)                            V   

 (ปลากะพงน่ึงมะนาว)                 Southern Thai      
Steamed sea bass fillet with garlic, chilli and coriander dressing 

 (ผัดผักรวมน  ามันหอย)                    Central Thai   
Stir fried mixed vegetables with garlic and oyster sauce 

 (กุ้งซอสมะขาม)                               North Eastern Thai      
Wok fried Scampi with red onion and tamarind sauce 

 (แกงมัสม่ันเนื อ)              Central Thai      
Tender braised beef in Massaman curry and coconut milk  

 (แกงมัสม่ันไก่)                             Central Thai      
Tender braised chicken in Massaman curry and coconut milk  

 (แพนงเป็ดย่าง)           Central Thai     
Red coconut curry with roasted duck leg and kaffir lime leaves

 (ไก่ผัดพริกแกง)                            Southern Thai      
Stir fried chicken in a creamy curry with kaffir lime leaves and green vegetables

 (แกงกะทิปูใบชะพลู)           North Eastern Thai    
Fragrant red coconut curry with soft shell crab, wild bitter leaves and kaffir lime leaves

 (ข้าวซอยไก่)              Northern Thai      
Fragrant light chicken curry with yellow egg noodles, coriander and crisp red onion

 (แกงฮังเลหมู)                              Northern Thai    
Braised pork curry with ginger, cashew nuts and coriander 
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Western Sala 

SALAD &APPETIZERS  

(สลัดค๊อป)  
Lettuce tossed with bacon, avocado, chicken, tomatoes, poached egg,  blue vein cheese with garlic and red wine vinegar dressing 

(สลัดกรีก)  V   
Village style Greek salad with chunky cut tomatoes, cucumber, red onions, feta cheese and Kalamata olives drizzled with olive oil 
and rubbed oregano 

(ปลากระพงชุปแป้งทอดกับสลัดผัก)    
Golden fried red snapper with sesame and herb batter accompanies with garden green leaves and lemon garlic mayo 

Soup 

 (ครีมซุปเห็ดรวม)            V   
Accompanies with crusty garlic crouton and drizzle with truffle oil 

 (ซุปใสเนื อ)
Clear of beef broth French style with tortellini and julienne veggies 

(ซุปข้นผักรวมและพาร์มาแฮม)                     
Farmhouse style mixed vegetable soup with crispy Parma ham and crusty garlic ciabatta with basil pesto 

Main 

 (ไก่แกรนด์แมร์)   
Old style roasted half side spring chicken “Grand de mere” with sautéed skin on potato wedges and green 

 (ปลาจอร์นโดร่ีย่าง)  
Served on crushed lime scents potatoes and fresh tomato basil coulis 

Our Delicious Home Style Perfect Pasta’s (พาสต้าสไตล์อนันตรา) 
Your selection of “al dente” prepared pasta with your favourite sauce. Spaghetti, Rigatoni, Linguini, Fettuccine 

(ซอสมะเขือยาวอบ)  V   
Sun blushed tomato and Sicilian olives with toasted pine nuts and a peppery arugula tapenade 

(ซอสทะเลรวม)
Of sea prawns, scallops, squid and mussels sautéed with red chili and tomato confit

 (ซอสเนื อ)
Prime Angus beef braised in gravy sauce with basil, mushroom and cherry tomato

 (ซอสครีมคาโบนาร่า)                                         
Parma ham, bacon in a white wine, rich cream and cheese sauce 

(ซอสมะเขือเทศ) VG   
Homemade of fresh tomato and torn basil sauce 

Pizza Corner
According to your preference thin or thick crust with vine ripened plum tomato sauce and Italian mozzarella cheese

V    
Fresh tomato, mozzarella and basil 

V   
Tomato, Gorgonzola, Mascarpone cream cheese, Parmesan and buffalo milk mozzarella

With rich tomato sauce, onion, pepperoni, mozzarella and fresh basil 

 
With tomato, white sea prawns, scallops, mussels, calamari and mozzarella 

 
Tomato, smoked ham, pineapple, onion and mozzarella 

  
Tomato, anchovies, capers, olives and a drizzle of olive oil 


